
 

Pocket money 

This year we have decided to provide you full service. As much as possible 
we will try to keep all your needs under one roof so you don’t have to wonder 
around area too much. 

It is always better to have cash so you can use it in small stores but usually in 
most of the stores you can pay by credit card. All supermarkets and modern 

shops accept variety of credit cards. 

By the venue there will be Food Truck which will offer variety of meals for 
around €10 for lunch and for dinner. So that we think will be option number 1 
for you. 

Average dinner at lower-class restaurant in Vysočany is around €10 with 
drink. If you will eat there every day it means approximately €70 for dinners. 
McDonald’s menu is €8 so you can safe €130 for meal overall the whole 
week. In Food Court of Fénix Mall there is variety of options every day. And it 
is literally next to the hotel reception. 

Many people were also comfortable with shopping in Billa (ground floor of 
Fenix Mall) and then eat sandwiches or instant noodles. This time we are not 
in close range of 24/7 Tesco but there are few smaller convenient stores close 
to hotel and competition area which are open from 7:00 to 20:00 every day. It 
is way cheaper and you can make everything at the hotel. 

Public transportation for 90 minutes anywhere costs €1,20.  

We recommend to have €250 to have brilliant week full of luxury. 

In case you want to do some traveling around Prague before or after event, 
you need at least €50 per day for travel card, whole day meal and souvenirs. 

Attention: In Czech republic you cannot pay by Euros. You need to change 
your money to „Czech koruna“ to be able to operate and be able to buy stuff. 
The easiest is to change Euros (€), but you will be able to change US dollars 
($) or British pounds (£) easily. 

 
 
 
More information about Czech koruna here 
Average prices in Czech republic here 

http://www.xe.com/currency/czk-czech-koruna
http://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/country_result.jsp?country=Czech+Republic

